Council of Officers
CHURCH WALK
CHICHESTER
West Sussex

May 12

100 Sir or Madam,

I am writing to object to the

inference that is going on in Wearley, in regards

to the core strategy.

Every line of green belt around Wearley

has been jumped on by greedy house

developers, which the government and the

council should have known would happen.

Wearley has already seen its four

cinemas development of which you

already gave planning permission for 100

houses, already developers are after another

up to 1000 houses and blocks.

I am writing to strongly object to

this development that these

developers think we can stand.

There is no capacity in the water system,

no more places in the schools, and no industry

to employ people, which means no affor dar

is, commute. (That will be good for the environ-

ment).

we will remember when any

officials come knocking on our door for votes.

Yours Sincerely,